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DM kicks off 150-day count
By Monica Frost
REPORTER

In 150 days, many students will
put their dancing shoes on for the
University's 32-hour fundraising
event that is Dance Marathon.
The Dance Marathon steering
committee is kicking off the 150day countdown today in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom from 11
a.m. -2 p.m. The event will have
tables set up that showcase student organizations' involvement

Librarians
give 1-on-l
research
assistance
By Christy Jenkins
REPORTER

The University libraries are
offering research project clinics
for undergraduate students.
The clinics started Monday and
run through Nov. 21.
During the research project
clinics, students have the
opportunity to work one-onone with a librarian on a specific research assignment for any
class.
"We want students to come
to the library when they actually need to and have a reason to
leam," said Colleen Boff, the
first year experience librarian
and a librarian with the program.
Boff said that all students in
all majors—anyone who has a
research assignment, even
informative speeches— can
benefit from the research project clinics. She also said students do not need to be working
on a research paper to benefit
from the program, but any
assignment that requires gathering and using information.
Boff said that these one-onone librarian to student consultations are available throughout
the year, but during these
LIBRARY, PAGE 2
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Suspect in Friday
robbery still at large
A man who robbed a local
convenience store by gunpoint
early Friday morning is still
eluding police.
According to Lt. Bradley
Biller of the Bowling Green
Police Division, there are no
new leads in the case.
According to reports, a white
male
entered
Barney's
Convenience Mart, 1091 N.
Main St., at 3:40 am. with a
handgun. The subject was seen
heading westbound after taking an undisclosed amount of
money, reports show.
The suspect is described to
be approximately 5'6" to 57"
with blue eyes. He was wearing
blue sweat pants, a dark coat,
athletic shoes and a gray ski
mask at the time of the robbery.
Anyone with information on
this robbery should contact
Crime Stoppers at 419-3520077.

in Dance Marathon. Free pizza,
pop and a performance by a local
band, RHSC, will also help start
the kickoff.
Amy Rosen, a senior and special promotions chair for Dance
Marathon, is enthusiastic about
the significance of the countdown. "It kicks off the fundraisers
and awareness programs for
Dance Marathon,'' Rosen said.
The University's eighth annual
Dance Marathon will take place

March 27-28.
The event is sponsored by the
Dance
Marathon
Steering
Committee and the Children's
Miracle Network. All funds raised
benefit the Mercy Children's
Hospital, a partnership of St.
Vincent Hospital at the Medical
College of Ohio.
Students' fundraising efforts
provide treatment, research,
equipment and education to
children in Northwest Ohio who

suffer from terminal diseases.
Students who participate in
Dance Marathon are given a
"Miracle Family" and arc able to
meet a child and their family who
benefit directly from Dance
Marathon's fundraising efforts.
"When you see all the 'Miracle
Children', all your hard work pays
off," Rosen said. "It makes them
Ithe families] feel so good—it's
worth every minute."
Kara I cSage, a junior and com-

munity Ollticach chair for Dance
Marathon, remembers her dancing experience as a freshman
I'hc whole thing was amazing
but after about 20 hours you get a
little delirious." IcSagesaid.
According to LeSage, the key to
staying awake is to keep nun ing.
whether it be participating in
Dance Marathon's line dance or

meeting new people.
Although in its eighth year,
Dame Marathon is making some

changes This is the first year
Dance Marathon Will have a
theme foi the event, rhe theme li
"Miracle Mntion Pictures presents: rhe Stars of a Brighter
rbmorrow."
Dance Marathon members are
also attempting to get the coin
munity more involved bj working with Howling Green High
School as well as planning a benefit dinnei for laimary.

Suicide bombings kill dozens
By Robert H.Reid
THE ASSOCI ATE 0 PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq—A car bomb
exploded yesterday west of
Baghdad, killing at least four people a day after three dozen people
died in a wave of suicide bombings in die Iraqi capital. U.S. officials said one of Baghdad's three
deputy mayors was killed in a hitand-run shooting.
The latest attacks, including
the killing Sunday of Deputy
Mayor Paris Abdul Razzaq alAssam, raised fears that a
strengthened insurgency is
increasingly targeting Iraqis who
work with the U.S.-led coalition
as well as international groups
that had considered themselves
at less risk than U.S. soldiers.
Despite the escalation in
anacks on Iraqis, American forces
remained targets, with insurgents
firing on a U.S. military base and.
convoy in two northern cities
yesterday.
In Baghdad, a rocket-propelled
grenade attack killed one U.S. soldier and wounded six others
while they were trying to destroy
roadside bombs, the U.S. military
said yesterday.
The soldiers, from the 1st
Armored Division, were attacked
Monday, the same day a team of
suicide car bombers devastated
the Red Cross headquarters and
three police stations, killing three
dozen people and wounding
more than 200.

In Tikrit, Saddam Hussein's
hometown, insurgents opened
fire late yesterday on the southem gate of the main U.S. military
base, wounding at least one
American soldier from the 4th
Infantry Division, witnesses said.
A patrol was sent out to search for
the assailants, who soldiers said
apparently fired from a nearby
rooftop.
And a U.S. military convoy was
attacked last night by small amis
fire in the northern city of Mosul,
the military said. There were no
casualties.
In Fallujali, a flashpoint Sunni
Muslim city 40 miles west of
Baghdad, a car exploded yesterday afternoon on a major street,
killing at least lour people. The
explosion occurred about 100
yards from a police station and
100 feet from a school but the
target was unclear.
Later yesterday, eight huge
explosions were heard after sundown from the southern area of
Fallujali. U.S. officials in Baghdad
said they were unaware of the
blasts, which residents described
as "deafening."
In Baghdad, at least three mortar shells exploded late yesterday
in the ladriya district across die
Tigris River from the palace headquarters of the U.S.-led coalition.
Iraqi police said. There was no
immediate word on casualties or
damage.
Coalition officials reported lit-
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AFTERMATH: Iraqis walk past butned out cars outside the al-Khudra police station in Baghdad yesterday. The station was hit by a car bomb Monday, one of four suicide attacks which killed about three
dozen people in the bloodiest day in the Iraqi capital since the end of major combat six months ago.
lie progress in determining who
was behind Monday's car bombings in Baghdad
A fifth would-be suicide
bomber, who was caught
Monday before he could detonate his explosives, told police he
was Syrian, according to a coali-

tion official. Investigators were
trying to confirm his nationality,
the official said on condition of
anonymity.
President Bush blamed both
loyalists to Saddam and foreign
terrorists for the attacks in and
around Baghdad, including a

rocket barrage on a hotel Sunday
that killed a U.S. lieutenant
colonel and wounded IH other

people,
Mush told a news conference
yesterday thai "basically what
CAR BOMB. PAGE 2

California blazes threaten to merge
By Brian Skotoff
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Firefighters
beat back flames that had threatened hundreds of homes yesterday in northwest Los Angeles, but
to the south, a fire official said his
exhausted crews were being
pulled off the lines even if it
means more homes will bum.
Amid one of the mosi destructive and deadly wildfire outbreaks
in California history, two major
blazes were threatening to merge
and destroy more homes in San
Diego County. Even so, some firefighters were being pulled off
lines there to rest
"They're so fatigued that
despite the fact the fire perimeter
might become much larger, we're
not willing to let the firefighters
continue any further," said Rich
Hawkins, a Forest Service fire
chief.
"It's like war. This whole fire has
been a war so far."
At least 17 deaths were blamed

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

on the fires, 15 in Southern
California and wo in Mexico, as
separate blazes were scattered
along an arc from the suburbs
northwest of Los Angeles to
Ensenada, Mexico, about 60
miles south of the border. At last
count, 1,137 homes had been
destroyed in California
More than 512,000 acres of
brush, forest and homes — or
about 800 square miles, roughly
three-quarters the total area of
Rhode Island — had burned in
California
"It's a worst-case scenario. You
couldn't have written anything
worse than this. You can dream
up horror movies, and they
wouldn't be this bad," said Gene
Zimmerman, supervisor of the
San Bernardino National Forest,
where two of the most destructive fires began last week.
Crews battling the Simi Valley
fire in the Santa Susana
Mountains, which separate the
northwest comer of Los Angeles

THURSDAY

from Simi Valley in neighboring
Ventura County, had feared they
could lose hundreds of homes in
the Chatsworth section.
"They saved every one of
them," said Bill Peters, a
spokesman for the California
Department of Forestry.
Firefighters went driveway to
driveway in the Chatsworth area,
which extends up the Santa
Susana slopes from the city's San
Fernando Valley, and turned back
the flames before dawn, Peters
said.
The fire teams were aided by
calmer weather thai included
increased humidity, lower temperatures and a break from die
Santa Ana wind dial had gusted
up to 70 mph earlier in the week.
The hot, dry Santa Ana blows
from the high desert down to the
sea at this time of year.
South of the Los Angeles area,
however, conditions were grim in
San Diego County, where ash
from three large fires fell on the

FRIDAY
Partly
Cloudy

High:66'
Low: 47"

#

Tim ladder AP Photo

FIGHTING FIRE WITH FIRE: Tim Hennigan from the Los Padres
hot shot crew, lights a backfire outside Julian, Calif., yesterday in an
effort to head off a wildfire in the area.
beaches like snow.
Two of them, the Cedar fin.'and
the Paradise fire, were jusl two
miles apart yesterday morning
and likely woidd merge within
hours into a super fire, Hawkins

SATURDAY
Partly
Cloudy

High: 67'
Low: 52"

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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said.
There's blocks of homes that
are going to burn to the ground
ihis afternoon, in my opinion,"
WILDFIRES, PAGE 2

SUNDAY
Partly
Cloudy

High:67"
low: 49"

Scattered High: 60'
Showers

Low: 40"
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Microsoft settles suits
By Erin Van Brsnkhorst
THt ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEATT1.E — Microsoft Corp.
agreed to settle class-action
antitrust and unfair competition
lawsuits brought by customers in
five states and the District of
Columbia for vouchers worth
$200 million.
The settlements announced
yesterday would end those law-

suits in Kansas, North Carolina,
North Dakota, South Dakota and

Tennessee,

in

addition

to

Washington, DC.
The cases involve customers
who joined in class actions alleging
that
Redmond-based
Microsoft violated state antitrust
laws and laws against unfair competition.
The Kansas case was settled for

$32 million and the District of
Columbia case was settled for
$6.2 million, said Brad Smith.
Microsoft senior vice president
and general counsel. Those two
settlements had been approved
by the courts for the other four
lawsuits. I le did not give figures
on settlements for the other four
lawsuits. Those agreements have
yet to be approved.

Clinics provide extra help
LIBRARY, FROM PAGE 1

upcoming peak research weeks,
the library offers several (5-12)
appointments per day. The librarians give students guidance on
how to find information for their
research and teach students how
to use library resources more

effectively.
Boff said that the response to
the program has been overwhelmingly positive and she
believes that one reason for this
response may be that this service
is initiated by the student
"We actually discourage faculty
from requiring Students to partic-

ipate because when students
have elected to do so on their
own they want the assistance and
learn more," Boff said.
To sign up for the program or
for more Information, call 3726943 or visit the information desk
on the first door of lerome
Library.
Denis PoroyAPPhotc

Car bomb adds four to death toll
CAR BOMB, FROM PAGE 1

the) if trying to do is cause IKM»ple to run."
A coalition
spokesman,
Charles lleatly. told the British
Broadcasting Corp., "there certainly are indications that there
are foreign terrorists who are
coming into Iraq," but he did not
explicitly accuse them of responsibility.
Britain's special representative
in Iraq, Sir leremy (ireenstock,
also said yesterday that foreign
terrorists could he entering Iraq
from Afghanistan and elsewhere.
The use of suicide bombings in

Monday's attacks "is a sign of foreign terrorist tactics, rather than
the Saddam loyalist elements that
we are still trying to chase d< >wn,"
(ireenstock told BBC.
The car bombing in lallujah
was the first in the city, a center of
resistance to the U.S. occupation.
Tawfiq Mijbel. who was badly
wounded by shrapnel from the
car bombing, said he was driving
directly behind the vehicle that
exploded. "It stopped in front of
the power company. A man got
out. while another stayed in the
car. A few seconds later it blew
up," Mijbel said from his hospital
bed.

fteglsftmttoa uutty tim
Registration Begins

November 3rd
Advising Appointments Fill up Fast
Call Today to Set One Up (dS>

Khamis Mijbal, who owns a
shop opposite the spot where the
car blew up, said the blast produced a massive ball of fire and
debris flew in all directions.
The school was closed, but
police said one body was found
inside. Police Col. lalal Sabri said
all the victims appeared to have
been bystanders. Sabri said at
least four people were dead but
the number could reach six. The
count was difficult because some
victims were dismembered, he
said.
The slain deputy Baghdad
mayor, al-Assam, was "shot in a
hit-and-run incident" Sunday,
said Tom Basile, a coalition
spokesman. Ihe school was
closed, but police said one body
was found inside.Police Col. lalal
Sabri said all the victims
appeared to have been
bystanders. Sabri said at least four
people were dead but the numbcr could reach six. ihe count
was difficult because some victims were dismembered.

HOMES DESTROYED: Few homes remain standing in a neighborhood in the Scripps Ranch area of
San Diego. Monday, after wildfires destroyed them. Wildfires fed by hot Santa Ana winds flared into
gigantic waves of flame that devoured entire neighborhoods.

Fires destroy 1,137 homes, 800 sq. miles
WILDFIRES, FROM PAGE 1

I lawkins said. "My objective is to
make sure there's nobody in
them ... so that you and I aren't
talking tomorrow about the 38
people diat died."
Hawkins said lhal lunches
intended for firefighters on
Monday weren't delivered until
yesterday morning and there
was a shortage of diesel fuel in
some cases.
More than 10,000 Firefighters
were hauling the flames, which
by yesterday had already cost the
stale more than $24 million.
More resources were on the
way from Arizona and Nevada,
which eadl volunteered the use
of 50 fire trucks, and Nevada also
was sending three helicopters.
Crews east of Los Angeles lost
20 buildings during the night in
Ihe Strawberry Peak section of
the San Bernardino National

Forest. They couldn't immediately say if the Structures, near
lake Arrowhead, were homes or
out buildings.
The Strawberry Peak area was
hit by a combination of two fires
that had merged into one during
the weekend. One, the Old Fire,
started Saturday and had
destroyed at least 450 homes and
been blamed for two deaths. It
was lOpercenl contained yesterday. The other, the Grand I'rix
Fire, which was 35 percent contained, had destroyed at least 77
homes since it started on Oct. 21.
lake Arrowhead, at an elevation of 5,100 feet, was particularly vulnerable because a beetle
infestation has devastated trees
in the area.
Some of the fires were believed
started
by
arsonists.
Investigators sought two men
who were seen throwing flaming
objects from a van in (he area of

the Old Fire.
A lost hunter's signal flare
ignited the so-called Cedar Fire
near the mountain town of lulian
in San Diego County on
Saturday. That fire killed 11 people; die hunter may face charges,
authorities said.
On Monday, President Bush
declared the region a disaster
area, opening the door to grants,
loans and other aid to residents
and businesses in Los Angeles.
SatT Bernardino, San Diego and
Ventura counties.
Scores of people have been
injured by this week's fires. Two
people at the University of
California, San Diego, Medical
Center were in serious to critical
condition with burns over more
than 55 percent of their bodies,
spokeswoman F.ileen Callahan
said.

The Bowen Thompson Student Union presents a ...

LOOKING
FOR A
JOB?

oween

SOME CASH? ^
Here is a partial list of off-campus companies
currently hiring in the surrounding areas.
♦ Barney's
♦ Cracker Barrel*
♦ Consolidated Biscuit
♦ FedEx Ground
♦ Hickory Farms
♦ Home Depot
♦ Meijer

♦ Molten Corporation
♦ Ruffalo Cody
♦ UPS*
♦ Waffle House
♦ Wendy's
♦ Woodlane Residential
Services

Join the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union for our
Halloween Open House.
Friday, October 31st
11:00AM- 1:OOPM
Student Union

Interviewing this week at 300 Saddlemire
* Cracker Barrel today 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
*UPS tomorrow 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

BGSU students can
view all job opportunities
by registering on WorkNet at

www.b9su.adu/0ffices/sa/carcer
or stop by

Student Employment,
300 Saddlemire

Career Center
MM LOCATION AMD D1VUOMMHT
\ *n AA/ff pfffMoyM ardeducation** frstrtuKm

Explore the building and
judge the decorated offices
for treats, a coupon savings
book, and fun!

A DIV1SKJN Of SIUUtNI AFrAlRS
Bowling Green State University
300 Sdddlemire
Student Services Building
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
Contact Peg Buchsky at 419-372-9294
www.b9tu.edu/0fficeVsa/career

BOWEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION
wwvv.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/union

419.372.9000

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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NATIONAL SECURITY CONCERNS

CAMPUS
get a life

(KRT) — In the spring of 2003 a survey by Student
Monitor asked students questions about national security.
Fifty-eight percent believed Iraq posed a threat. Fifty-three
percent believed North Korea was a threat. Fourteen percent would consider interrupting college for volunteer
military service.

CARVING

^^^^^^^r

I he calendar ol events is taken Imm
http-7/www.bgsu.edu/calendar/calendariitml

8 am. - 5 p.m.
"Sensory Integration" &
"Experiential Extremism" Art
Exhibit
Sponsored by New Music & Art
Conference.
Union Art Gallery
8- 1130 a.m.
Women's Center Silent Witness
Silhouette Display
105 Union

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Halloween Raffle
Recreational Sports will be
raffling off a cauldron of candy.
Union lobby

11 am. - 2 p.m.
Leadership Academy Info.
Table
Sponsored by Campus
Involvement
Union lobby

Informational Session
1109OffenlianerWest

Noon - 4 p.m.
Creative Minds Movement
Recruitment Table
Union Lobby

130-230 p.m.
lob & Internship Resume Info
Session
Sponsored by Career Services.
201A Union

10 .i.in. - 4 11.111.

Radical Line: Innovation in
Chinese Contemporary
Painting
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
I (l.l.ill.

1 p.m.

Xan May; The Image of the
City
Willard Wankelman Gallery
1030 a.m.- 2 p.m.
Community Day Fundraiser
NSSLHA will be selling Elder
Beerman coupons at a
fundraiser.
Uhlon lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sangria y Pan
Sponsored by Latino Student
Union.
Free Speech Area
II a.m. - 4 p.m.
Black Student Union Table
BSU will be signing up people
to read at Cherry lUementary
School on Halloween.
Union Lobby

11 am.-2 p.m.
Dance Marathon 150 Day
Countdown
We arc counting down to 150
days until the 9th annual BGSU
Student Run Dance Marathon.
lenhart Grand Ballroom
Noon
Brown Bag Lunch: "The Silent
Witness Re-Shrouding"
To mark the end of Domestic
Violence Awareness Month,
The Transformation Project
will honor and remember our
Northwest Ohio mothers,
sisters and daughters now lost
to us, by replacing the drapes
with which they are veiled. This
touching and powerful
ceremony serves as
a reminder that although
I >omestic Violence Awareness
Month is over, we must never
forget these women or the
others who are still suffering.
207 Union
Noon
Education Abroad

330 -5:30 p.m.
Event Planning Made Easy—
Version 12
308 Union
330-430 p.m.
Interview Info Session
Sponsored by Career Services.
314 Union
5 p.m.- 12 am.
Karaoke-A-Thon
Sponsored byACappella
Choir.
Union Dial
8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Matthew
Ardizzone. classical guitar
Recital series featuring faculty
of the College of Musical Arts,
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall
9:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Relaxation
Program
201B Union

lomGinnHUN-ns
MAKING JACK 0 LANTERNS; Andrea Schmitz. right. Jessica Marvin, center, and Leah Hull, left, carve
pumpkins yesterday night at the Honors Center. During the carving students from other countries discussed how Halloween originated and the traditions from those countries.

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Monday October 27:
Complainant reported a disturbance
between two residents in Biomlield
Hall.
A student tainted in the ballway at
University Hall Bowling Green Fire
Department did respond. The student

relused to be transported by ambulance to Wood County Hospital
A garbage can was set on fire tbis
weekend in MacDonald East. An
unknown subject extinguished it with a
tire extinguisher.
Christopher Schedel, Findlay. Ohio.

Jessica Kruse. Perrysburg. Ohio, were
involved in an auto accident The Kiuse
vehicle was backing from a parking
space in lot 2 and struck the Schedel
vehicle.

Aa-BtrCxr-Picture-Day-XxYjrZr

FREE
November 5,6,7

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Union Rm. 105
Graduating Seniors UD

U4

To make an appointment call the
KEY Yearbook Senior Portrait Hotline
at (419) 372-8634

Professional Dress
Suggested
Walk-ins Welcome
www.keyyearbook.com
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QUOTErNQIWK

OPINION

"On a long enough timeline the survival
rate for everyone drops to zero."
"EIGHT CLUB"
(QmwiiiiWdbiHil.aHiil

New Web site proves troublesome
lust when students get used to
things, the University has to go
and change it.
Recently, the HC.SIJ Web site
got a new look and a whole new
design. Many things- got changed
and in the process became more
confusing to work with; Webmail
especially l>ecame more difficult
. First off. what is with the new
colors for the site? Bowling
Green State University' is not
black and orange, we are brown
and orange. Iliis might have

more user friendly. However,
they made it more confusing for
students to use.
The change that was probably
most notable to students that
affect them the most was with
the BG Webmail.
Not only did it get a new look,
but it is now harder to use.
When student wants to delete
messages they have to scroll all
the way back up to the top of die
screen to do so. 'Hie biggest
problem with this is that some

been changed to be more pleasing to the eye and while it does
look decent diere is no school
spirit to it anymore.
The next question would be
why change something that students have gotten used to and
are familiar with?
The old Web site was fine and
easy to use. This new design is
more compact and everything is
squashed together. The
University probably meant well
by attempting to make the site

Studies show home schooling
can cause harm to children
HANS ZEIGER
i'-WIRE
Next on ens Evening News
"I low children nationwide have
been put in danger, even killed,
while home schooling,"
Recently (:BS featured a special report called "A dark side to
home schooling." suggesting
that home-schooled children are
abused and that the government
must seriously regulate home
schooling.
CBS livening News anchor
Dan Rather and correspondent
Vince Gonzales portrayed die
home-schooling movement as a
grisly, abusive, underground network of human rights violators.
"Unlike teachers." Gonzales
asseverated, "parents need virtually no qualifications to home
school. Not one slate requires
criminal background checks to
see if parents have abuse convictions."
Only in a morally confused
nation would a news reporter
hint at criminal background
checks for parents in order to
raise their children. In the
America most of us want to live
in, the state has no business
questioning the authority of parents to nurture and educate their
own sons and daughters.
Rather and Gonzales would
have America believe that the
millions of American children
being home schooled are at
grave risk of murder, suicide and
abuse. ()ne "child advocate" who
was Interviewed on CBS said
that home schooling allows "persons who maltreat children to
maintain social isolation in order
for the abuse and neglect to
remain undetected."
The CBS special report focuses
exclusively on a few bad home
schoolingl families, some of
whose names are recognizable
like Andrea Yates who drowned
her young children in die badituh. Rather calls the examples
like Yates "a dark side to this

largely unregulated system of
education."
Any human institution, home
schooling included, is corrupted
and prone to evil because man is
fallen and Imperfect Rut a combination of healthy families and
liberal education is the original,
proven recipe for a successful
society. As the institutions of
both home and school have
yielded their authority to an
increasingly socialist government education system over the
past century, the need to revive
the social authority of the family
has become more pressing.
I spent most of my K-12 education at my local government
indoctrination center. I was also
home schooled during the seventh and eighth grades. The corridors and classrooms of the
modern public school are so polluted with the filth of moral relativism that the typical public
high school graduate moves into
the world devoid of character,
conscience or courage. And
while he may have self-esteem,
tolerance and a grasp of diversity, the public school graduate is
incompetent in academic comparison to die rest of the free
world.
According to a new
Manhattan Institute for Public
Policy report, only 32 percent of
public school graduates are prepared for college. American students are consistently falling
behind odier industrialized
democratic nations in academic
excellence, and the cause of that
failure is a decline in character
and work ediic. Knowledge
without character is absolutely
worthless to a free people.
The public schools have
demonstrated their general
abhorrence of traditional
American values. The abuse of
ordered liberty that occurs on a
daily basis in America's public
schools is of such greater proportion than the few homeschooling disasters highlighted
on CRS that I would go so far as
to recommend that parents not

place their children in a public
school at all.
The home-schooling community, as a general rule, is built on
moral absolutes, not moral confusion; on self-responsibility, not
self-esteem; on excellence, not
excuses And excuses abound in
the realm of public schools. We
are told that the problem with
public education is a lack of
money. Yet according to the
F.than /Mien Institute of Vermont,
a typical Vermont public school
student costs taxpayers SI0,000
per year, while a typical homeschooled student might cost
only around $2,000, including
subscription to a curriculum
base and a home computer.
And despite the dramatically
lower costs of learning at home,
home-school students have
secured their reputation as a
brighter bunch dian dieir peers
in public schools. Of course,
home-school students have won
many of the recent national
geography, spelling and history
bees. I lome-school students
consistently score higher on the
ACT and SAT college entrance
exams. And home-school students are involved in far more
extracurricular activities than
their peers Jrom internships to
community college courses to
hobby clubs to regular volunteerism.
Home schooling doesn't work
every time. Rut the publicschools when federally engineered to produce pawns of
socialist control never work. If it
is murder and abuse that CBS
News is concerned about, consider die high level of violence
dial our nation's public schools
have dealt widi over the last
decade.
Radier, Gonzales and CRS
News owe an apology to
America's growing home-schooling movement. They misrepresented the facts, and the continuing success of home schoolers
will be ample repudiation of
CBS's radical agenda.

BY BILLY OK EEFE
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omputers refresh automatically.
Therefore, if you are trying to
delete junk mail, you must do it
quickly before the page refreshes
or you will have to re-select the
items you want deleted. It is like
you are racing a clock just to get
rid of some useless e-mails.
There also seems to be more
technical problems with the new
site. Many students have had
grievances with the new site saying that they have not been able
to get into their WebMail or they
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Granted, the site is new, the
University is probably still working out some of the "bugs" and
are still in the process of changing it. However, a better plan
would have been to leave it
alone and not even mess with it.
It seems to be a trend with the
University to change things that
don't need to be changed. The
list is long so we won't go into it
now but if you are curious just
ask.

Students blame low
PEOPLE grades on professors
ON THE STREET
What is your favorite
scary movie?

SARA FORD
Opinion Columnist

KARI HANNING
SOPHOMORE,
UNDECIDED

"Truth or Dare."

LEAH KRISTANC
SOPHOMORE, NURSING

"Texas Chainsaw
Massacre."

BRADWEIDMAN
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS

"/I"

NAKIA ROBINSON
FRESHMAN. BUSINESS

"Candyman."
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have to use alternate routes to
get thereThere has also been problems
with passwords and many people have tried to log in and a
message comes up saying
"Check for cap locks" or something like that, when it is not
even on.
It seems to be a consensus
among many students that the
new site has some pros to it. hut
for the most part, the cons outweigh them.

The major guideline I was
given for writing my columns
was to make sure that I didn't
outright offend anyone. I hope
it doesn't come to that and I
hope that no one really reads
this with complete seriousness,
because even I don't take myself
that seriously.
Nevertheless, a problem is
growing, and no maUer who is
responsible, or how much criticism I receive from my classmates, it's time I address it.
I'm enrolled in a hundredlevel course with a foreign
instructor I believe is extremely
intelligent. I lis English is surprisingly good for someone who
has been in America for as short
a time as he has. and he is
understandable to those who
pay close attention to him. At
diis point. I think many of my
classmates lack the drive to do
this (yet, if they wanted to pass
the course, they should be
doing this anyway). A few days
ago. I overheard several of my
classmates planning to offer
complaints to the head of the
department.
Sometimes diis is warranted,
but I feel in some cases that the
students' lack of prepararion for
class and lack of understanding
for die material can be channeled into or mistaken for not
understanding the instructor.
All of us are guilty of this
sometimes.
This is, in the case of foreign
instnictors, no excuse for making ignorant comments about
the instnictors' ethnic background. All you arc doing is further demonstrating a tendency
to write tilings off as beyond
your control.
Not to mention that, in the
odd chance you are placed in a
class where you truly cannot
understand what the professor
is saying withii i class, you
should drop that class. I know
for a fact that my class is taught
by a different instructor at the
same time, same day. Why just
stay in the same class when you
can easily switch? Worst of all. if
he says or writes something you
don't comprehend, ask him to
clarify. Otherwise, how will the
student or the instructor be able
to correct the mistake for future
exams students the instructor
teaches?

We all have the capability of
learning, and there are plenty of
places on campus that serve as
supplementary learning facilities — Math lab, Writer's Lab,
or Study Skills Lab. I realize this
is an extreme case I'm describing.
Maybe.
Yet, we shouldn't simply write
things off as a foreign symbol or
that he's speaking another language, unless of course you really don't want to learn, and in
that case you might as well simply be quiet about it.
The disniption caused by
odier students in my class hinders diose who are trying to get
something out of it They talk
over him, and sometimes I look
around the room and am
stunned to see a majority of my
classmates either sleeping or
having their own discussions
Most teachers would never tolerate this, but my instructor
simply tries to talk over them.
Granted, it is his fault for not
standing up, but I still think he
should be paid more respect
than just ignoring him.
Since you pay the same
amount whether you receive an
A or a D, and another instructor
teaches the same class at the
same time, why stay? And getting something out of it does
not entail insulting his occasional mispronunciation. For
those whose first and only language is English, you cannot
expect to understand what it's
like learning another language
(especially one with as many
complexities as English) later on
in life.
I know my classmates will
read this, recognize me, and
stubbornly stick to their opinions of our instructor. I can
already imagine the response I
will get for this ranting, and I'll
guess at least one will come
from a classmate. I didn't
choose this subject to ridicule
them or any student responsible for doing diis.
Surely, there arc good instructors and not so good ones, yet I
know I'd be terrified to teach a
classroom full of resdess college
students. It's so unnatural to be
stuck in a room and absorb
inhumation for an hour plus,
but that's life. I simply thought
that perhaps we should all look
at what we say and do from an
alternative standpoint once in
awhile; it helps us to remember
that changing is possible.

on m &ot>, STOP/.'

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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WEB SITE CELEBRATES THE JOYS OF BEARDS
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) — Jerry Jackson, a 53-year-old computer
programmer and Web developer at the University ofWest Florida,
created a no-charge, just-for-fun Web site, wvvw.nationalbeardregistry.org, that shows photos of more than 100 hirsute men and lists
their ages, hometowns and the ages and descriptions of their
whiskers. Registrants also can include comments.
I

NATION

Game show
announcer
passes away

Witnesses' reveal
16 hours of terror
By Sonja Bansic
'HE I >0C'M[D PRESS

'Price is Right' announcer,
Rod Roddy died Monday
from cancer
By Ryan Pearson
IMS ASSOCIAIED PRtSS
LOS ANGELES — Rod Roddy,
the flashy-dressed announcer on
The Price is Right" whose booming, jovial voice invited lucky
audience members to "Come on
down!" for nearly 20 years, died
Monday. I le was believed to be
66.
Roddy, who suffered from
colon and breast cancer, died at
Century City Hospital, according
to his longtime agent. Don Pitts.
I le had been hospitalized for two
months.
"I le had such a strong spirit. I le
just wouldn't give up," Pitts said
Monday.
Roddy had been ill for more
than two years but continued to
work as much as possible and for
as long as he could, said Bob
Barker, host of "The Price is
Right." Roddy had been with the
game show for 17 years.
"VJe all admired his courage,"
Barker said last week, "He was
always upbeat and hopeful."
Barker recounted a recent visit
to his friend: "I went to the hospital and sat on the edge of his bed
and we laughed the whole time
we were talking. He was still having fun."

Roddy's announcing stints
included "Love Connection"
(1981-85) and "Press Your Luck"
(1983-86), but The Price is Right"
earned him his greatest fame.
"The Price is Right" remains one
of television's most popular game
shows, and Roddy, with his flamboyant sport coats and booming
voice, was a big part of the success.
"I le started wearing those jackets when he joined the show,"
Barker said. "1 le was quite a character. He was important to die
success of the show. He had the
spirit of 'The Price Is Right.' It's a
fun show. We did it with the hope
people will forget their problems
for a while."
Roddy, whose real name was
Robert Ray Roddy, was born Sept.
18, 1937, in Fort Worth, Texas,
lifts said. According to CBS. his
birth year was 1936. which would
make him 67.
He was a graduate of Texas
Christian University and a popular disc jockey in Texas when he
decided to expand his career in
I lollywood, his agent recalled.
Roddy's versatility made him a
popular voice-over artist for commercials in Los Angeles, Pitts said.
He got his big break in television

Monty Brmton *>
NO MORE 'COME ON DOWN': Rod Roddy, announcer on The Price
is Right' for nearly 20 years, died Monday, in Los Angeles. He was
66.
with the 1977-81 satire "Soap."
Disc jockey Casey Kasem, who
was the first announcer on the
risque series, decided he did not
want to stay with it and asked
Pitts if he knew someone who
could take over.
"I said. I've got a guy who's terrific,"' Pitts said. "Rod started with
'Soap1 and then his career took
off."
Roddy, who taped his last show
about two months ago. had colon
cancer surgery on Sept. 11,2001,
and his left breast removed last
March.
The diseases appeared under
control following chemotlutrap)
but flared up again, Pins said. The
two cancers, which Roddy had

said were unconnected, prompted him to become a spokesman
for early detection.
"I could have prevented all this
with a' colonoscopy and, of
course, that's the campaign I've
been on since I had the first
surgery." he said in a recent Interview nil aCBSWebsite.
Breast cancer, although typically associated with women, is
diagnosed
In
about
1,500
American men a year, Rodd) said
in the CBS interview: lb everybody OUI there, 'Get a tnaminogram!' It can happen to men.
too."
Roddy was single.

Funeral plans wen' not immediately announced,

VIRGINIA HI MIL Va. —
Ralph Sheldon heard an explosion, then saw a woman
sluni|X'd over on a bench. IIIIKKI
pouring limn her head, lie
thought she must have committed suicide, because there was
nobody else around.
"A git I Just shot herself," he told
a 911 operator in ,i call from a
restaurant nearby.
Sheldon took the stand yesterda] and the 911 recording was
played lor the jurv at the muulei
trial of Sniper suspect lohn Allen
Muhammad.
Muhammad and I ee Boyd
Malvn are accused In the sniper
attack', ih,it killed 10 people and
terrorized the Washington area
for three weeks last year.
Muhammad, 42, is on trial in
only one of the killings, the
shooting of Dean Harold Meyers
at a gas station in Manussas. V.i
Hut prosecutors are presenting
evidence from the other shootings, because they must prove
multiple killings to convict
Muhammad on one of the
death-penalty charges against
him.
Sheldon testified about the
shooting oi 34-year-old Sarah
Ramos outside a shopping center in Montgomery County.
the retiree testified in a shak)
voice thai he was putting a letter
in a mailbox when he heard "a
huge explosion." turned and saw
Ramos bloodied body on the
bench, lust moments before,
Sheldon had seen a "pretty lady
sitting there.
( ynthia Martin, the first police

officer on the scene, testified that
she could tell immediately that
Ramos' wound was not selfinflicted because there was no
weapon nearby. .Martin also

knew there was no way the
woman could survive: "When I
walked up. her brain was on the
ground, had lallen through the

bench."
Ramos was one of live people
to die in Montgomery County,
Md.. within a Hi hour |H'riod on
Oct. 2-3.2002,
Prosecutors also presented
testimony yesterday in two other
tatal shootings on Oct. :i.
I i>ri lew is-Rivera. 25, was shot
in the bai k at a Kensington. Md..
gas station while she vacuumed
her
car.
I ireflghter
sieve
Steinberg and police officer Icrrv
Ridgely described a chaotic
scene, with more than a do/en
people gathered around the victim as blood bubbled out of her
mouth and nose.
"I fell like a sitting duck out
then1." Ridgely testified.
Rurnell Irhy. a high school
football coach, testified that later
that night, as he headed to a coin
laundry in Washington to wash
uniforms, he parked his car. got
out, heard a pop and S8W a flash
of light.
Then he heard a woman

scream,

"Somebody's

NO rfAtfTTO rfofJSES to!
Check out these NEWI9VE listingsRentals
444 1/2 S. Main St: Two bedroom unlurnished apartment Very large
Off street parking. $400.00 per month plus utilities.
147 Stonegate Blvd: Two bedroom unfurnished Condo with one car garage. Use of Club House
and Fitness Center. S800.00 per month plus condo fees of S103.00 per month plus utilities.
317 Manville #L: Furnished or unfurnished efficiency apartment. In Court yard setting.
Close to Campus. Quiet area. ALL FREE UTILILTIES. $275.00 per month.
123 1/2 W. Merry: Upper unfurnished efficiency apartment. New heating system. Close to
City Park. $260.00 per month plus utilities.

2004-2009 Brochure will be available November 3. 2003.
Stop by and pick one up for your bousing needs next year.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.
419-352-5620
www. newloverealty.com
new lol@dacor.net
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Dissertation and Thesis Writing Weekend)
For Graduate Students who are just thinking
about topics thru those about to defend!

PaleOntOlOgiSt Paill SerenOhaseiKounteredsomeoftheweirdest
creatures that ever walked the earth. Yet some of the scariest things he's discovered aren't likely
to become extinct anytime soon. Sad to say, investment lees and expenses will probably outlast

usan Thats why D-se,eno was afraid of getting eaten alive.
So he turned to a company tamous lor keeping costs down. That meant more money
lor him and less lor the monsters.
Log on lor ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776

<rX November 1& 2
^Olscamp Hall
9 AM to 5 PM
Pre-registration is suggested. Registration pamphlets are

available at the Graduate Student Senate Office. 402 BTSU
Late registration will be available at tbe door.

For more information call (419) 372-2426 or e-mail

Managing money for people
with other things to think about.'

GSS@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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been

shot!" and he realized (hat the
victim was a man who had just
walked in fronf of his car with a
rolled-up newspaper under his
arm, he said.
The man was 72-vear-old
Pascal Chariot, a retired carpenter and immigrant from Haiti.
Irhy said he thought Chariot
was still alive because lie had a
grimace on his face and the body
was moving. "It was just a little
bit of movement," Irhy said,
touching his hand to his chest to
demonstrate.
Malvo. 18, goes on trial separately next month in the slaving
of an FBI analyst

INVISTMENT MANAGIMfNT
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SONY ANNOUNCES JOB CUTS
TOKYO (AP) — Sony (x>rp., its consumer electronics
sheen dulled by cheaper competition, is struggling to
bounce back with a corporate retooling that will slash
20,(XX) jobs, or about 13 percent of its global work
force. Sony said the job cuts would occur over the next
three years and include 7,000 workers in Japan.

WORLD
Poor work conditions

"It's headed sraightfor us like a freight
train"
I0HN KOHL SOLAR ASTROPHYSICIST

reported at Sean John Geomagnetic
Honduras factory making P. Diddy s line faces scrutiny
By Madison I. Gray
THt »SSOCI«!(0 PRtSS

NEW YORK —Sean John, Unclothing line of rap music mogul
Scan "I! Oiddy" Gimhs, is under
scrutiny bom u workers' rights

group for allegedly using laborers
from a Honduran sweatshop
The director of the ami sweat
shop National Labor Committee,
Charles Kcmaghan. released a
report yesterday detailing poor
working conditions at the
Southeast Textiles factory in
Choloma. I londuras. where Sean
lohn clothes are made
Kernaghan and 19-year-old
Lydda Eli Gonzalez, a former
worker at the factory, stood outside the site of a Sean lohn store
set to open next spring as
Gonzalez described the alleged
abuses thai took place at the factory.
"We should lie paid what we're
owed. We make so little that it's
not enough to have a dignified
life," said Gonzalez, who -.ml she
was fired after she tried to organize a union.
Workers are subjected to daily
body searches, contaminated
drinking water and II- to IL'hour daily shifts, the report said.
In exchange, the) are paid 24
cents for each $50 Sean lohn
sweat shirt they sew
The factory owner. Steve
Hawkins, told the Associated
Press in a telephone Interview
that Gonzalez was a disgruntled
worker fired for producing poor
quality merchandise, not clock-

ing in when she arrived and
repeatedly arriving late.
Hawkins, a native of North
Carolina, said the charge that
conditions at his factory were
substandard "is completely
groundless."
When Gonzalez was fired, she
received a severance check

By Joseph B.VEerrengia
IHE ASSOCIATED PR!SS

equivalent to two-and-a-half
months salary. I lawkins said. And
while the minimum wage in
I londuras is 53 cents an hour, he
said his workers make an average
of 90 cents per hour.
A representative of Sean lohn
said the clothing line was
unaware of the conditions
alleged by Kernaghan.
"We had absolutely no knowledge ol the situation: iiowever, we
take these matters very seriously,"
said |eff Tweedy, executive vice
president of Sean lohn. "We have
a director ol compliance who will
be looking into this matter immediately.''
Tile report also found women
were given mandatory pregnancy
tests, and that those who tested
positive were fired. Kernaghan

KattiyWillensAPrtwto

SWEATSHOPS: Reporters and onlookers gather around as National
Labor Committee Director Charles Kernaghan, right, holds up a Sean
John T-shirt.

said.
The abuses are violations of
Honduran labor laws but are
rarer) enforced for fear of corporate divestment, Kernaghan said.
His organization's repeated
attempts to contact Sean lohn
have gone without a response, he
said.
Kernaghan said the study was

not an attack on Combs.
"This

is

his

company,"

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!
EFFICIENCIES
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms

Kernaghan said, pointing toward
the store at Fifth Avenue and 11 st
Street."! le could turn this around
tomorrow. He could set a new
standard."
The goal. Kernaghan said, is
not to have Sean )ohn pull out of
I londuras and leave the workers
jobless but to improve working
conditions and eliminate human
rights abuses.

JOHN NKWI.OVK KKAI. ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wimsii-r Street, Bowling Grata, on
1 ,,, .il.rl Across From Tiiro Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 .154-221,0
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 lo 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00.
v. v* yt.johiint'V* lovi'rcalt-stute.com

Creative ways to
pay for college:
1. Recycle 1.5 million lbs.
of aluminum.
2. Find 2,300,000 pennies
laying around the house.

ICl K 1°

COLLEGE

TlYl If*

BACHELOR'S DEGREE lo a

S8.50/HR. WITH INCREASES OF $0.50
AFTER 90 DAYS & SO 50 AT ONE YEAR
NO WEEKENDS
ON-SITE CLASSES
Available Shifts
WEEKLY PAYCHECK
Day 11:30a.m. -3:30p.m.
(419)891-6820
Twilight 5:00p.m.-9:00p.m.
Midnight 10.45p.m.-2:45p.m.
1550 HOLLAND RD
Pre-load 4:30a.m.-9.00a.m.
MAUMEE OH, 43537

$

Need a place, to

We are now /easing for Spring QPOH

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

WWW.UPSJOBS.COM
det1sje@ups.com or
jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Occupational therapists use <M t llpations ol e\cmla\ tasks,
fterapeurJcalrjr to help i« oplc I.K in<; disabilities or the
challenges of string team or releam the skills needed for
the job of living They work in a variety <>f settings Midi as:
Hospitals
SC'IKX)IS

Workplai 09
Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitative facilities
Community based fatuities

The Medical CoBcgo of Ohio offers a master's degree in
ucc. iipational therapy. Reasons students choose lo sludv at
MCO include:
► MCO's faculty members are nationally recognized as
therapists, educators and resoarc tiers.
► VSNcwsutul YViirhl Rcptirt ranks MCO's occupational
therapy program tenth in the nation.
► Small class si/e allows loi individual attention.
► Clinical op|M>iiiinilies are offered each semester of
eiirolliiM-nl
Applications for Fall 2004 admission are being accepted.
for more Information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-4429. mot@mco.edu or visit our Web site at
www,UK o.edu/allli/ot/
Heating Begme -wir> Knowledge

m
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ON CAMPUS
Sept 30 9am- 2pm Career Center
Nov. 3 1pm- 5pm Career Center
300 Saddlemire

Consider a Career as an Occupational Therapist

►
►
►
►
►

Scientists again warned that
communications on bartli could
be disrupted this week by another spectacular eruption on die
surface of the Sun and that it
might even hamper fireftghting
efforts in California.
"It's headed straight for us like
a freight train," said lohn Kohl, a
solar astrophysicist at the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics in Cambridge,
Mass. "This is the real thing."
Predictions are it could strike
Earth's magnetic field by midday
today.
The explosion of gas and
charged particles into space
from die corona, the outermost
layer of die sun's atmosphere,
isn't harmful to people. But it can
knock out satellite communications, which some emergency
crews are reiving on in battling
California's wildfires.
Similar solar events in recent
years have disrupted television
transmissions, (IPS navigation,
oil pipeline controls and even
the flow of electricity along
power lines.
Space weather forecasters first
warned of that possibility last
week, when a previous solar flare
erupted, and then they saw a
new sunspot region developing
in another region of the sun's
face.
The cloud of charged particles
from last week's eruption struck
Earth "with only a glancing
blow," Kohl said, It disrupted
some airline communications.
But Kohl said scientists
observed the biggest such explo-

sion in 30 years shortly before 6
a.m. ESTyesterday. It produced a
particle cloud 13 times larger
than Earth and hurtled through
die solar system at more than 1
million miles per hour.
The resulting geomagnetic
storm could be ranked among
die most powerful of its kind and
last for 24 hours.
It is expected to disrupt the
communications satellites and
high frequency radios.
In southern California, wildfires already have knocked out
many microwave communication antennas on the ground,
making satellite communications important to emergency
efforts. Researchers said safety
personnel might encounter
communications interference.
Federal researchers said they
already have turned off instruments and taken odier precautions with science satellites.
A positive note: strong geomagnetic storms can produce
colorful auroras in the night sky
visible as far south as Texas and
I li ii KI.I beginning late today.
Sunspots and solar storms
lend to occur in 11-year cycles;
the current cycle peaked in late
2000.
Scientists compared the latest
flare to the "BasUlle Day storm"
that occurred in July 2000.
"The Bastille Day storm produced considerable disruption
to both ground and space hightech systems," said Bill Murtagh,
a space weather forecaster for
the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

Get up to $23,000* in
College Education Assistance
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

Equal opportunity Employer
*UPs Earn S Learn Program Guidelines Apply

MEDICAL

According to the report, about
tin percent of the Southeast
Textiles factory production is for
the Sean lohn clothing line. The
other 20 percent is for Rocawear,
co-founded by rapper and producer lay-/, and rap music producer Damon Dash.
A call placed to Rocawear after
business hours Monday wasn't
returned.

3. Work as a part-time
package handler at UPS

Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available

storms may
disrupt Earth

445 E. Wooster Bowling Green, OH 43402
Hours: Monday-Friday 9 am- 5 pm Saturday 9 am - 1 pm

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me

Jason Kucma is a Third-Year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation.
"The only thing thai has ever captured my attention was studying the human body.
The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know. The most logical step
for me was lo become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people".
Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited nearly half
of the chiropractic colleges in the United States. 'Logan is in the perfect
location in a safe, residential area. The Admissions staff are very
friendly and helpful and the faculty are excellent."
Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
blending a rigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population. If you are looking for a healthcare career thai
offers tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic,
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future

Logan
< ollegr*oM hirupr* Hi

1-800-533-9210
www,logan.edu
loganadm@logan.edu

Jason Kucma
f Third-Year Student
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Tickets available for
next week's BG vs.
Miami football game

OCTOBER 29,
2003

Approximately 150 tickets
are available for fans who
wish to attend the Nov. 4 football game between BG- and
Miami of Ohio.
300 tickets were originally
made available at the BG ticket office and Director of Ticket
Operations Scot Bressler said
that more tickets will be
ordered if needed.
Tickets are $21 each and
can be purchased at the ticket
office in Memorial Hall or by
calling 1-877-BGSUTICKET.

www.bgnews.com/sporls
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Soccer gets MAC break
By Chris Willie
SPORIS RtPOHTEH

BGfans
showed
class in
spotlight
DAN
GEDNEY

Assl. Sports Editor
On Bowling Green's day in the
national spotlight, the city truly
shined.
We certainly made an impact
on ESPN College GameDay's
Chris Fowler.
In his GameDay diary, Fowler
mentioned that he and his crew
were greeted with banners and
signs on their way into town. He
said that it was "definitely a first."
He also said that their Friday
night taping was the best-attended of any school they have visited
thus far. He went on to point out
that BG fans had the most creative signs of any GameDay audience thus far, with the icing on
the cake being signs dedicated (o
the shows sponsor, I lome Depot.
He concluded by saying: "1
hope that next week's GameDay
location — Oklahoma State at
Oklahoma — realizes what a
tough act they have to follow.
Bowling Green was so welcoming
to GameDay that I'm sure everyone is wondering why we've
never been there before. Here's
hoping there will be many more
years of visiting the Falcons"
Everyone who took part in
making the weekend's festivities
what they were should give
themselves a big pat on the back.
Students and citizens of Bowling
Green realized just what a big
deal last weekend was, and they
made it one to remember. They
were even able to leave a lasting
impression on a broadcaster who
has been on the campuses of
schools that are much more
prominent than BG.
The best part about the weekend was the way that it was celebrated. Fans showed a lot of class
in their celebration. There was no
rioting and nothing set on fire like
there was in Columbus after Ohio
State knocked off Michigan last
November. There were no shots
on the evening news of goal posts
crashing down on fans during the
post game celebration like there
was in Toledo earlier this year
after the Rockets upset
Pittsburgh. Instead, the fans did
exactly what they were supposed
to da
They kept "the Doyt" rocking
throughout the game and once
the final snap took place, they celebrated in a civilized manner.
Sure, they may have ignored the
announcement in the final minutes of the game to not rush the
field, but that had to be expected.
The fens just went out there and
celebrated perhaps the biggest
moment in BG sports history
with their team. Nothing got
destroyed and nobody got hurt.
Now the challenge that lies
before BG fens is to keep it up.
"We showed the nation that
we're a great place, I just hope it
wasn't a one-time shot," said BG
head coach Gregg Brandon."...
Why can't we have ThunderSlix
galore for Kent State?"
The truth of the matter is that
we can have ThunderStix galore
and a packed house for the last
two home games of the season.
BG fans have proven that it is
GEDNEY, PAGE 8

The men's soccer team has
just finished off their two
toughest weeks of the season.
However, the most important
games for the Falcons will
come in the Mid-American
Conference Tournament.
The Falcons have had their
share of ups and downs this
season. However, they still
have a 6-7-4 record overall and
are 2-3-1 in conference play.
Their conference record currently has them in fourth place
in the MAC, one game behind
Western Michigan.
The Falcons had a chance to
move up in the standings last
weekend, but were not able to
come away with a win in either

of their two conference games.
The leader of the MAC is the
University of Kentucky. The
Wildcats had an impressive
season with 11 wins and were
5-0 in conference play.
Despite what the record may
show, the Falcons are still playing some great soccer and they
have their coach looking forward to the MAC tournament.
"I'm encouraged, because
we an playing some good soccer, we just need to find a way
to finish," coach Mel Mahler
said. "We've always been able
to pride ourselves on playing
our best soccer al the end of
the year and into the MAC
tournament."
Following the long stretch of
games in the last two weeks the

Falcons are worn down and
banged up going into the tournament. They have a week off
before they finish their regular
non-conference schedule, with
games against Michigan State
and Detroit Mercy — the conference tournament is scheduled to begin on Nov. 7.
"Our goal right now is to stay
focused, to lake care of some
knots and injuries and things
of that nature.
"We need to use our next two
matches, which are against two
very good teams, to prove to
ourselves that we can beat two
good teams and use that as
momentum into the tournament," Mahler said.
Mahler believes that these
games could prove to he good

lor the team, not only mentally,
but physically as well.
"These two teams are the
caliber that we're going to see
in the MAC tournament. It will
he a time for us to experiment a
little bit. try a lineup change,
get some guys more playing
time, and really figure out
what's going to be our best
lineup to put us in a situation
to win, come the MAC tournament." Mahler said.
The Falcons will be looking
for contributions from their
season leaders, both on offense
and on defense.
Offensively, the falcons will
need leading scorers Omari
Aldridge and Dustin Snyder to
continue to threaten defenses
and goalies in the MAC tour-

nament to be successful.
The Falcons have also been
getting good offensive output
from Paul Dhaliwal. who had a
goal and an assist in Sunday's
loss to Western Michigan.
The defensive side of the ball
for the Falcons will be lead by
goal keeper Dave DcGraff.
Detiraff has highlighted this
impressive defense and has
over 100 saves to show for it.
He has also earned four
shutouts this season. 18 in his
career.
The MAC tournament is
scheduled to begin on Nov. 7
at Cochrane Field, where
Bowling Green will host the
quarterfinal and semifinal
games for this year's tournament.

Lebron hype
escalates for
NBA debut
Gund weary of effect of
hype on rookie guard
Gund said managing the
hype surrounding James is
CLEVELAND — Cavaliers nearly impossible to do.
owner Gordon Gund has never
"If the media is that interested
been so excited about the start in LeBron all the time, it's hard
of an NBA season. Or so fearful. not to talk about him," he said.
Gund is afraid that the expecThere is a buzz in Cleveland
tations for lx'Bron James, the unlike anything Gund has
Akron
18-year-old,
have sensed in his 20 years as the
reached dangerous levels — Cavaliers' owner.
impossible ones for the rookie
"It's amazing. What a change."
guard to fulfill.
he said. "The positive, new atti"It's concerning to me that tude not just among the players
people will expect more out of but among the fans is dramatic.
him than is physically possible I have a lot of friends I haven't
for anybody," Gund said. "He heard from in 10 years."
hasn't gone through what it
The Cavaliers, who will open
lakes to play at this level. It's the
season
tonight
in
going to take time. I think he'll Sacramento, haven't made the
come along fine, but I don't playoffs since 1998. And comthink he'll start out at the level ing off a 17-65 season, it's
many people are expecting."
unlikely they'll get back this
It hasn't helped that the NBA year.
has fueled the sky-high expectaI lowever, some of Cleveland's
tions for lames by featuring him players are daring to talk about
in television promos and on a playoff berth.
schedules for the upcoming
Gund thinks the playoffs are
season.
reachable, too, but he's more
Gund has spoken with com- focused on another "P" word:
missioner David Stern about patience.
restraining the hype, which
"The one thing I want to
began in May when the make sure is not to get expectaCavaliers won the draft lottery tions too far ahead of reality." he
and the rights to pick lames, the said. "It's going to take awhile
St. Vincent-Si. Mary superstar.
for a new coaching staff and a
"They (the league) are aware lot of new team members to gel
of it, too," Gund said, who didn't and to start really becoming a
give any specifics about his dis- team. There arc going to be ups
cussions with Stern. "But this and downs."
thing has a mind of its own.
Gund is counting on firstHave you ever seen anything year coach Paul Silas to keep
like it? And in that sense it's a lit- them to a minimum.
tle scary for him (lames) and the
Silas took the Charlotte/New
team right now."
Orleans Hornets to the playoffs
"We're all sensitive to that. I Ic four times, and Gund feels the
(Stern) was very much so."
60-year-old is a perfect fit for his
Because of lames, the young team, which he expects
Cavaliers are enjoying more to struggle this season.
national attention than ever.
"I feel we're going to play
They'll appear on network tele- some really good basketball,
vision 13 times this season.
but it won't be consistent for
locally, they're enjoying awhile," he said. "That's up to
unprecedented sales of tickets the coaching staff to develop so
and team merchandise such as it's going to take some time.
posters, T-shirts, pennants, wall They've done it before so I'm
clocks and No. 23 jerseys featur- confident we'll do it again."
ing lames.
"But we've got to be realistic."
By Tom Withers
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STAYING PUT: Marlins pitcher Josh Beckett watches the crowds from a bus during a parade honoring the World Series champion Florida Marlins yesterday. Players like Beckett will be back next season owner Jeffrey Loria told fans.

Marlins owner says
team to stay intact
By Tim Reynolds
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MIAMI —The loudest cheers
from die tens of thousands of
Marlins fans lined up to celebrate their Worid Series champions came when team owner
Jeffrey Iuria made a simple
promise: The team won't be broken up.
With that declaration yesterday, six years of malcontent and
mistrust between South Florida
baseball fans and the Mariins
vanished.
"This is not 1997. This is 2003.
We arc not dismantling. Thank
you," said I/>ria, who hoisted the
Worid Series trophy as he was
ferried in a convertible through
the streaming ticker tape and
jersey-clad fans.
Keeping the team intact
means manager lack McKeon
will be back next year. I Ic agreed
to a one-year extension, l-oria
announced during the celebration.
"I have some good news and a

little bad news. Hie good news is
lack is coming back," toria said.
The bad news is there's no bad
news."
McKeon. 72. took over when
manager Jeff Torborg was fired
in May and engineered the
Marlins' turnaround from a last
place team to World Series
champions.
"I always had no doubt 1 was
coming back," said McKeon,
who refused to formally
announce his intentions during
the season.
When I liirida won the title in
1997, die celebration was tempered as fans braced for cost
cutting by then-owner H. Wayne
Huizenga. The result was a lastplace finish in 1998 and a steady
decline in attendance, which
lasted until this year's surprising
playoff run.
"In 1997 we were on top of the
world," said Danny Parra, a Bate
representative who brought his
two sons to yesteiday's rally. "In
'98, we hit rock bottom. I think

everybody knows they won't be
able to keep everybody, but if
they keep a nucleus intact, we'll
be happy."
I waning from windows along
the start of the parade route,
fans threw clumps of ticker tape
while some commuter trains
were plastered with signs
declaring: "We love die Marlins."
A victory drive through die
city's Little Havana neighborhood followed. City workers
shredded two tons of paper to
serve as ticker tape while banners and balloons streamed off
office buildings along the route
festooned with freshly painted
team and World Series logos.
later yesterday, a boat parade
and a second rally were held in
Fort Laudeidale for the Marlins,
who beat the New York Yankees
2-0 in ( T,ii nc (i i in Saturday night.
In Miami, Mayor Manny Diaz
walked onto the stage with a
MARLINS, PAGE 8
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IOC bribery
trial to start
By Paul Foy
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SALT LAKH CITY — Jury selection started yesterday in the
Olympic bribery trial, which will
determine whether two Salt Like
City bid leaders broke the law to
bring the 20(12 Winter Games to
Utah.
The jury will be selected from
about 80 prospects who filed into
the federal courtroom past light
security. U.S. District lodge David
Sam expected a jury to be impaneled as early as yesterday afternoon.
The trial could last its long as
six weeks. Tbm Welch, 59, the bid
leader, and Dave lohnson, 44, his
deputy, are accused of doling out
S1 million in cash, gifts and favors
to win the Winter (lames for Salt
Ijke City. The defense argues
that the extravagant gifts to

Olympic officials were merely
business as usual.
Utah Gov Mike Leavitt, who is
President Hush's nominee to lead
the Environmental Protection
Agency, is among those scheduled to testify.
The scandal was die worst in
Olympic history, and it resulted
in the expulsion or resignation of
1(1 IOC members.
Welch and lohnson have
maintained their innocence and
insist Utah's political and business elite knew what they were
doing.
"It was open and notorious
that people in the IOC were treated like royalty," said Max Wheeler,
lohnson's lawyer.
The defendants were indicted
in 2000 on 15 felony charges,
including bribery, racketeering,
conspiracy and fraud.

Amy SancettaAP file Photo

New stadium
a possibility
MARLINS. FROM PAGE/
staffer carrying a sign that read:
"If we build il. will you come?"

Diaz and Miaml-Dade Count)
Mayor Alex Penclas have been
talking to the Marlins for several
months about new stadium
possibilities, but no plans have
been completed.
"The fact that they won the
World Series doesn't mean we're
going to give away the kitchen
sink," Penelas said. "There's got
to he four players in this lineup.
The learns got to come to the
table with a significant amount
of money, the county's got to

put ils part, the city of Miami...
and the state's got to put a piece
in."
The Marlins won the World
Series with a modest S54 million
payroll, and yel still were projeclcd to lose millions this season — in part because they
lease stadium rights from
lluizenga and do not have the
Same sources of revenue that
other teams enjoy.
Officials had predicted (hat at
least 100,000 people would
attend the daylong celebration
in Miami. Police officers
declined to release an official
estimate yesterday.

Fan support a
must for BG
GEDNEY. FROM PAGE 7
possible to pack the stadium for a
game, so why can't we keep doing
it?
This team has a chance to do
big Ihings this season. They are
currently in (he driver's seat in the
MAC West, and are playing in a
possible MAC Championship
preview against Miami of Ohio
next week.
The team is currently eligible
for bowl games, and bowl games
are largely dependent on fan
support. If the falcon fans can
show dial they support their

team, then perhaps the people in
charge of selecting teams for
bowl games will give BG a chance
to play in late December.
Perhaps, if things go really well, to
play in January. Hey, anything
can happen.
The Falcons have opened up
the eyes of die national media.
Ihey have acknowledged that H(!
football needs to be taken seriously.
So now the fans need to do
their part. They need to show the
nation that they are behind dieir
team full-time. Not just when the
l-SPN cameras are on them.

Li/incj off campus next year"?

Get your first d-roice for great
Trying at a o/reot price.

£
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Bowling GrMn, OH
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Singh close to taking
top spot from Woods
By Doug Ferpison
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Vijay Singh has never had a
heller year on the golf course.
Or a tougher lime off it.
No one should be surprised
that the 40-year-old lijian has
four victories, more than $6.8
million and is on the verge of
dethroning Tiger Woods atop the
PGA Tour money list.
I le has a history of performing
his best under die most adverse
conditions.
Golf has always been his
refuge.
Being banished from the Asian
tour for a doctored scorecard in
1985 only made Singh work
harder in the muggy rain forests
of Borneo. 1 le earned minimum
wage plus $10 a lesson, and
spent every free minute toiling
on the range without knowing it
eventually would lead him to
two major championships.
"I was thinking about the next
day, not really thinking about
what's going to happen in two.
three, 10 years from then," Singh
said. "I was starting to think ...
Mow many lessons are you
going to have the next day?"'
More turmoil caught up to
him in May. when he criticized
Annika Sorenstam for playing in
die Colonial. That brought him
more attention than he ever got
for
winning
the
PGA
Championship or the Masters.
"I hope she misses the cut," he
told The Associated Press. "Why?
Because she doesn't belong out

Since then, he has refused to
here."
Two days later, he was sur- come lo the press center at PGA
rounded by reporters at the Tour events unless he's leading,
Byron Nelson Classic.
and even in the Funai Classic at
Singh said he was misquoted. Disney he stayed away until his
He said he wanted her to miss name was on the trophy.
the cut in case he missed the cut,
When die AP reporter asked
"because 1 don't want to have a him an innocuous question
woman beat me."
about his rib injury in February,
The AP reviewed its notes and Singh glared at him, looked
away and said, "I'll pass on that
stands by its story.
Fuzzy Zoeller was never the question."
Singh then proceeded to say
same after he was buried for his
racial joke about Woods winning he gets along with just about
the 1997 Masters, when he ever)' walk of life except The
advised him not to serve fried Fourth Fstate.
"There's a couple of things
chicken and collard greens at the
that happened this year, unforChampions Dinner.
tunately, for you guys and for
As for Singh?
All he did was shool four him," F.rnie FJs said earlier this
rounds in the 60s to win the month. "He's a good guy that
works hard, and 1 think he's a litNelson Classic.
"When I get to a tournament, 1 tle bit misunderstood sometotally close out everything that I times. You've got to take him for
can," he said that day. "I guess what he's done on the golf
that's why I have been able to course."
Stewart Cink described Singh
play so well all my career. A lot of
things went on in my life. I just as "goofy in a funny way."
"He likes to dish it out and he
focus on what I have to do."
Nothing brought him more can take it," Cink said. 'And he's
consternation than the Annika just very cocky in a good way for
golf."
issue.
At the U.S. Open, after hitting
Singh said he was comfortable
an 8-iron into 4 feet, a fan called with his image, and that he'd like
out, "If it would have been to have a better relationship
Annika, it would have gone in with the media.
the hole."
"But I haven't been given a
As security escorted the fan off chance to get comfortable with
the course, Singh raised his put- you," he said. "1 don't think the
ter at him, then made the birdie media is comfortable with me,
putt on his way to a 7-under 63. and you're not giving me a
tying the record for lowest score chance to get comfortable with
In a major championship.
you."

There's some truth to that.
Singh is a fascinating subject,
starting with the fact he was
raised in Fiji and used to sprint
across an airport runway
between takeoffs and landings
to get to the golf course. He was
a bouncer in Scotland to earn
extra money when he was trying
to qualify for the I iiropc.in (our.
No one can deny his success
— 15 victories on the KiATour,
two majors.
Then again. Singh has never
given most people cause to
embrace him. He can be surly
and aloof, and generally wary
whenever anyone he doesn't
know approaches.
Singh is more at home on the
range, where the trenches he
makes from digging so many
balls out of the dirt are legendary. Il is there that all his
worries seem to disappear.
Does he hit balls out of need
or raw desire?
"Kind of both," Singh said. "A
lot of times, I practice because I
need to practice. And a lot of
times. I go out there because I
just feel like 1 want to practice,
and it's what I enjoy."'
If nothing else, it takes his
mind off all the controversy
swirling around him and allows
him concentrate on his golf, the
one thing he could always trust.
Meantime, he is playing the
best golf of his life.
Vijay means "victory" in
Hindu.
But only inside the ropes.
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MOVE OVER: Tiger Woods, left, receives his Masters green jacket from last year's champion Vijay Singh, after winning the 2001 Masters.
Singh is unlike any other player who has come and gone through the revolving door of rivals for Tiger Woods. No one else has threatened to
take something away from Woods. No one else has won more times against him.
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Peer Education is a part of the Wellness
Connection, located in room 170 Health Center.
Peer Educators provide the campus community
with students who are trained to present
programs on a variety of topics.
• Design flyers tor campus
activities involving health issues
• Assist in the annual Spring
Student Health Hair
• Complete and compile
numerous evaluation results.
• Become a part of a Health Team:
Nutrition, Alcohol/Sexual Health
• Organize and Manage major health
promotion projects.
• Network with health professionals on
a daily basis.

Questions Call: 372-9355
Register for HHS 440 #20378

2 credit hours
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EXPLOSION LEVELS HOUSE, INJURES THREE
DESHLER, Ohio (AP) —An explosion flattened a
house early yesterday, injuring three people who were
sleeping. The blast tossed debris into a cornfield and
little of the house was left standing.
The three were being treated for burns and were in
serious condition at St. Vincent Mercy Medical Center,
according to fire officials.

STATE

Bush seeks bill
support in Ohio
By Malia Rulon
IH( ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush will give the stalled energy
bill a push tomorrow by visiting
an Ohio aluminum company
that has been financially nun by
high energy prices.
Columbus-based
Central
Aluminum Co. — which makes
metal shapes, foundries and aluminum products— runs its operations using natural gas, which
has increased in price recently.
"It provides a forum for the
president to talk about why it's
important for the country to have
a steady supply of energy and
natural gas.'' White House
spokesman Jim Morrell said yesterday.
A woman answering the phone
at Central Aluminum, which
employs 80 people, declined to
give her name or comment on
the president's visit.
Morrell said the president also
would talk about the energy bill
pending in (Congress and why it's
critical that it become law as soon
as possible.

Senate Republicans said this
week that an impasse over
ethanol taxes could scuttle the
massive energy bill thai Congress
has struggled to complete for
more than three years. The bill
passed the I louse and Senate earlier this year and was being reconciled by a joint committee.
I lie issues threatening to derail
the hill include proposals to
inventory oil and gas resources in
off-limits coastal waters, open an
Alaska wildlife refuge to oil
drilling and change the way
ethanol taxes an' spent.
The Ohio congressional delegation lobbied hard for the
ethanol provision, which would
increase highway spending for
states by shifting tax collected on
ethanol from the general fund to
the highway mist fund, which is
used to maintain the nation's
mads and bridges.
States get a percentage of the
money they collect for the highway fund, so states such as Ohio
that have a large percentage of
ethanol users end up losing millions of dollars.

9-year-old arrested
after waving toy gun
THE ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

LORA1N, Ohio — Police arrested a 9-year-old boy at gun|x>int
after he waved a plastic toy gun
over his head while silting on a
city bench
A passer-by who saw Thomas
Clark |r. playing With the toy
Saturday called police and said a
male was waxing a pistol, police
spokesman Lt. Robert Poli said
yesterday. Police arrived and
found the boy waxing a "very, very
real-looking" gun, \\>\i said.
The boy's mother, Tamyka
Saunders, 28, of Sheffield lake,
said her son told police die gun
was a toy.
An officer aimed his gun at the
boy's head, ordered him lo die
ground, handcuffed him and
arrested him on a charge of juvenile delinquency by reason of
inducing panic, according to the
police report
Saunders was charged with
obstructing official business and
resisting arrest after she pleaded
with police not to arrest her son

and instead give him a warning,
according lo the repon.
"I le doesn't deserve this. I le is
not a bad kid at all. Huns what I
was trying to explain lo the officer.
It's just nol fair," said Saunders,
who was getting her hair done at
a nearby beauty salon when the
incident happened just before
noon on Saturday.
Police said the situation was
handled properly.
"Up until that point especially
lately, we've seen too many
youths with guns going into
schools, playing with guns and
accidentally shooting their
friends," Poli said. "You know, we
don't know if tliis is real or fake."
Saunders is free on $751) bond
and is scheduled to appear in
I main Municipal Court on

Tuesday

A spokeswoman for Sen.
(ieorge Voinovich slid the Ohio
Republican is pushing hard to gel
the ethanol tax change Included
in the bill.
"The energy bill needs to eliminate disincentives which make
stales that use more ethanol pay a
price," said spokeswoman Marcie
Ridgway." that needs to be fixed
in ihishill."
Senate Republicans have urged
the White House to put more
pressure on House Republicans
to resolve the ethanol debate, but
the While House couldn't say
whether the president would
comment on the topic during his
visit.
Also on his trip to Ohio. Rush
will attend a S2.000-a-person
fund-raiser lunch hosted byGov.
l!oh Tart at a downtown
Columbus hotel. The \isii is
Rush's I3di to Ohio as president
"He's coining 10 Ohio beeause

Ohio is an absolutely critical
state," said Herb Ashei. an Ohio
Stale University political science
professor.

Romeo Ranoco AP Photo

COMING TO COLUMBUS: President Bush delivers a speech at the Congress in Manilla Bush will
speak in Columbus tomorrow.
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Salsa Dance Classes 0 Holiday
Park Recreation Ctr. 27511 Holiday
Lane, Perrysburg. Wed 7-8pm beginning Oct 29th First class is Free1
For more Info Call 419-476-7274 or
email salsatoledo@yahoo.com.

Travel
•"ACT NOW! Book \\ people gel
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6t 800-838-8202 or
www.8Drinobreakdiscounts.com
BIGGEST SPRING 8REAK PARTY
Cruise with 100s Of Students On
The Largest & Wildest Student Party
Cruise! Spend 5 Days
In The Bahamas From S279'
Includes Most Meals.
Free Parlies. Port Taxes'
Ethics Award Winning Company'
www SenngBreakTravel com
1-800-678-6386
"Reality Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices. Free Meals 8
Parties Book before Oct 15th'
2 Free Trips For Groups'
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www StSt.ravel.cpm

APPLY NOW START NOW
£1£25_Base/appt.
Flex, schedules around classes
Outstanding resume builder
Cust Sales/Service
No exp necessary - we train
All ages 18+ Conditions Exist
Call Now! 419-861-6133
workforsludenls.convno

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

'Students ol ALL MAJORS' Are you
seeking a career, internship, or volunteer experience in government or
non-protit administration7 Don't miss
the GOVERNMENT NON-PROFIT,
a VOLUNTEER FAIR Wed Nov 5
530-8:00pm Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Ballroom Remember
bring several copies of your resume!

Cracker Barrel on-campus
Recruiting Wednesday 11 am - 3pm
in Student Employment
300 Saddlemire

2 '<-:■*:■ cats to a qocd home BoOl
declawed. fixed & male One is pure
black Maine coon, other is Tabbi
mix. Food- litter inclu. Call Sarah at
2-7355 or sarpete@bgnet

Movie extras 'Models needed
for local casting calls
No experience or age required.
Earn up to S200/ day.
1-888-820-0167

Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn S1,000-$2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event
Our free programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly so get with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238
or visit
www.campusfundraiser com

City Events

Fee thru May 2004:
$30

Help Wanted

Pregnant1* Know all the lacls
Confidential, tree testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

the BGNet
n IIK- n-jlil mdrxltlK,
•1
« Ml) .i.K.tlwm.'ll
\uxh ■••tow found i' iv defanaton. bid
in); in factual bau* naileadinj « lal«e >n
MR Ml advefti«menb are mbjeci »
citnin|[ jmi approval

Mid-semester fee:
SIS

t.bgsu.edu offices sa imsc

Services Offered

372-6977
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Learn about opportunities to make a
difference in the world at the
GOVERNMENT. NON-PROFIT.
AND VOLUNTEER FAIR.
November 5. 5:30 - 8 00 p.m.
Bowcn-Thompson Student Union
Ballroom Full-time positions •
internships - volunteer opportunities

Looking for subleasers for 2 bedroom apartment lor 2nd. Semester.
$400/mo. 419-788-1562
Male or female subleaser needed
for female roommate for Spring
sem. S317/ mo. Free heat & cable
Univ. Court next to campus.
937-726-1014.
Male or Female subleaser.
$625/ quarter & live with 2 lemales.
Call 419-214-5249
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Movie Extras' Models needed
No exp. required, all looks & ages
Earn up lo S100-500/day.
1-888-820-0167 ext. U112
Photographer is casting attractive
women (18+) for paid modeling assignments No exp. necessary. You
should have an attractive face, figure. & personality. Flexible scheduling 530-75/ hr Sate. fun. no pressure environment. Call Don for details & interview 419-732-2773
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting No experience necessary. Full/ Part-time
& sub positions available in Bowling
Green. Portage. Walbndge & Weslon areas ranging from 15-75 hrs.
biweekly S9 00-S12 90 per hr.
based upon experience. High school
diploma/ GED required. Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DD. 11160 E
Gypsy Ln Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent.
B. Mon Friday. 8am-4 30pm E.O.E.
UPS on-campus
Recruiting Thursday 9am - 2pm
In Student Employment
300 Saddlemire
VAN PBIVERpart-time.
Provide
transportation to & from social services agency. Must be between the
ages ol 21-65. possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent dnving
record 10-19 hrs./wk. Must be available from 2-4pm & 5-9pm M-F Salary S7.69/hr Submit resume and
cover letter to lorls<5>crc.wcnet.orq
or Children's Resource Center. P.O.
Box 738. Bowling Green. OH 43402
VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agents Earn S1,000/week potential
No experience necessary
1 800-821-3416 Ext 237

FIGHT THE
FLU!

Detonator cord
Ethiopian capital
Beginning ol (airy tales
Belgian waterway
Actual
Media rep
Blowup letters9
Dregs
Flashy or jaunty
Gallery display
Decree
South Dakota's capital
Impatient exclamation
Mata Hari or 007
Bitterly pungent
Kirby ol "City Slickers"
Easy dessert9
Newsman Huntley
Windmill blades
Kitchen utensils
One ol those girls
Web locations

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
47
48
49
51
52
53
54
55

Gem surface
Harns and Wynn
Former husbands
Dahl or Golonka
Devitalizes
Rip van Winkle, e.g.
Mashing tool
Small valley
Roulette bet
Type ol oflice ripe lor
nepotism
Whiskey spritz
Irish playwright
With skill
Tranquility
Launch lorces

Thurs.

COOT: $10

No-Shot
Flu
Vaccine
8:00 am - 11:00 am "Flu Mist"
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
also
9:30 am- 11:00 am available
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
for S60

MUST HAVE YOUR STUDENT ID
Payable by cash, check, credit card, or bursar

Students
Only

FACULTY AND STAFF
BEGINNING MONDAY. OCTOBER 13
Injections given: M, Tu, F

Fur seal's cousin
Dislodge
Bowling lanes
"Platoon" director
Rescues
While away
Fencing sword
Go a lew rounds
Tool lor gripping
Sunbather's
objective
51 Age-induced
gravitation
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Help Wanted

For Rent

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey!
www paidonlmeopmions.com

Furnished, 1 bedroom in Sterling
Enclave. Jan. to Aug. $326 mo. &
utll 440-796-2259, ask for Kara.

For Sale
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S500! Cars/trucks from $500. Police
impounds Hondas. Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558
1984 Honda CR-X. red, only
100,000 mi. runs great, new tires &
exhaust S350 OBO. 419-366-2008
1992 Honda Accord LX. Some mechamcal problems A little TLC will
make good, reliable car. Asking
$900 OBO 419-310-1060,
3 bedrooms, 2 baths
Fore closure only. $7200 For listings call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.
Keyboard for sale Brand new (still
in box) Rowland XV-88. 128 voice
expandable synthesizer Paid 52600
asking $2000 or make an offer Call
Sarah at 2-7355 or sarpete@bgnet.

U V* % TJ *a» aw » l -»- f J V-*»kT !• ft J

MOVE IN NOW-1 MONTH FREE
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. avail in serene
park-like setting. Includ dishwasher.
heat, water, & trash. 419-352-6335.
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts. Rents from
$320/ mo Call Charing Cross Apts.
lor your tour (419) 352-0590.
Quiet Grand Rapids. 2 bedroom
apartments. $400/ mo. + utilities
Also large 3 & 4 bedroom apartments at 5750/ mo 419-467-9994
Sub-leaser for house w/ 3 BGSU
students. Own room. $250/ mo.
Shared utilities 226 Lehman.
(440) 396-0509 or (419) 304-0921
Subleaser wanted. Mid Dec.
$425/mo. ♦ elec. 1 bdrm.
Call 353-2939
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

For Rent
" Next sch. yr. 04-05 Listings Avail.
Houses on Wooster St., also apts.
Pick up 24/7 at 316 E. Merry #3 or
will mail Call 3530325 9am - 9pm
'" 1 bdrm. apt.. 5450/mo mcls util.
Single room . 5225/mo., 2 blocks
Irom campus, quiet residential area.
Second sem . 2 bdrm apts available
$450/mo Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm.

Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric
Starting at $390 00 per month

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE

3 bdrm. house near campus.
$750 ♦ util Newly remodeled w/
garage S basement Call 352-2127.

8:00 am - 10:00 am

COST: $17

MUST HAVE YOUR BGSU ID
Payable by cash, check, credit card, or bursar

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
- Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
MnnisMUf
JfMM

N

t

n

FREE HEAT
= VARSITY
BH SQUARE
APARTMENTS
419-353-7715

l»J

Located at 319 E. Wooster Si
across from Taco Bell.

2 bdrm. apt. avail, now through Aug.
Close to campus! $535/mo + elec.
Heat & cable meld Call 352-2660
2 bdrm. unfurn. apt 1/2 block from
campus Available May 2004 1 year
lease Call 419-686-4700

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

(419)354-2260

Management Inc.

Holiday Personals
SPRING BREAK Free food, parlies
& drinks! Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com.
800-985-6789.

4 girls seeking house mate.
Rent is $230/ mo.
Call 419-699-1700

WILL BE RENTING FOR
2004-2005 STARTING
NOVEMBER 1»*.
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

716 E Wooster
^x»»»G G»*>,

1 bdrm #2
410/mo ♦ Elec.
Across from Campus
OPEN NOW

/ftfE^CA
Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apt . 1082 Fairview

STUDENTS
Injections given: M, Tu, W, F

^m
37
38
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
50

35 Lose color

2 Bdrm Apts./one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal - 11/2 Baths Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Running a Special
BGSU Bus stop
FEW OPEN NOW

«^^ Get your Flu Shot at
^T* the Student Health Service
BEGINNING MONDAY, OCTOBER 6

jS
I*,
^"t|
LtiJ
W^m
Ibdl
I'/J
Wj4
^^M
I

Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541

The Ark Roots Reggae Band
http://thearkband.com
1419) 352-7143 or (614) 372-0672

Wanted

'

LESS

Sign up at the SRC

2790 lor Mo

Check out the latest nag Football information at nttp:
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CLIMB FOR

WALL

Cost: $20

Classified Ads
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Competition

Ttahevhome
Oct.

'

17

BCSU Climbing

SterrijMepers

'

1948 John Wayne
movie
Without added
nutrients
Sprinklers
Sniggler s prey
Current unit
Bo or John
Membership fees
NASA outpost
Meetings
Plains tribe
Intolerant person
Proless
Stooped
Pretentiously creative
Manor's proprietor
Legal document
Sports infractions
Uses a crowbar
Exploratory vehicle
Fir leal
Bygone times
"Psycho" motel
Maugham novel. "The

FOR RESERVATIONS
419-353-2277

146 North Main

/•
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt, 215 E Poe
2 Bdrm #66
1 Bdrm #37
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop
OPEN NOW

LooK-AHttce
Small to
Med-Large

A 29

New styles each week!

ACCESSORIZE

Also Backpacks
& Carryons

39

SJUMONROKSr

TOLUX1

IFOODTOWN CENTHtl

419-841-8556

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Stop by the Oflice at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
vww.mevvabfl.com
(or complete listing
for next year.

